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Acknowledged as one of the most profound modern commentators on Christian mysticism,
Evelyn Underhill did not easily find her own spiritual path. Between 1911 and 1921 she wrestled
to understand spiritual experiences via academic research into early Christian mysticism and
the life of individual mystics. This led her into active contemplation and, eventually, to the
formation of her own profound view of the mystical path.The Spiritual Life derives from a series
of four talks, broadcast on the BBC during the 1930s; its purpose is to circumvent technical
theological terminology and to describe “some of the great truths concerning man’s spiritual life
in simple language”. In this Underhill succeeds admirably, and the book has become a well-
deserved classic. The Spiral Path is a longer study, describing the Christian path of fifteen
mysteries that are to be followed in the soul’s ascent to God.Both works are written in plain, easy-
to-understand language - garnished with the wit and gentle wisdom that has made Evelyn
Underhill a must-read for all who struggle to follow a spiritual life in the modern world.
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here reprinted were delivered as a sequel to a previous series by Dom Bernard Clements on the
subject of Prayer. They have been revised and slightly expanded for publication; but their
informal character has been retained. My object was to present some of the great truths
concerning man’s spiritual life in simple language; treating it, not as an intense form of other-
worldliness remote from the common ways and incompatible with the common life, but rather as
the heart of all real religion and therefore of vital concern to ordinary men and women. So far as
possible therefore, the use of technical theological terms and direct references to Christian
dogma has been avoided; but I believe all that is written here to be in complete harmony with
Christian belief. The book is now published in the hope that it may be found suitable for Lenten
reading; not only by those who are accustomed to religious literature, but also by some of those



whom its language often puzzles and repels. I have already discussed many of the points which
are here dealt with at greater length elsewhere; but those who notice this fact are asked to
remember the special purpose for which these brief talks were composed. E.U. Advent,
1936.Part I: What is the Spiritual Life?The spiritual life is a dangerously ambiguous term; indeed,
it would be interesting to know what meaning any one reader at the present moment is giving to
these three words. Many, I am afraid, would really be found to mean “the life of my own inside”:
and a further section to mean something very holy, difficult and peculiar - a sort of honours
course in personal religion - to which they did not intend to aspire.Both these kinds of
individualists - the people who think of the spiritual life as something which is for themselves and
about themselves, and the people who regard it as something which is not for themselves -
seem to need a larger horizon, within which these interesting personal facts can be placed and
seen in rather truer proportion. Any spiritual view which focuses attention on ourselves, and puts
the human creature with its small ideas and adventures in the centre foreground, is dangerous
till we recognise its absurdity. So at least we will try to get away from these petty notions, and
make a determined effort to see our situation within that great spiritual landscape which is so
much too great for our limited minds to grasp, and yet is our true inheritance, a present reality
here and now, within which our real lives are now being lived. We will look at it through the wide-
angle lens of disinterested worship; and put aside those useful little spectacles which bring into
sharp focus our own qualities, desires, interest and difficulties, but blur everything else.There it
is, in its splendour and perfection, “shining to saints in a perpetual bright clearness,” as Thomas
à Kempis said. Not only the subject matter of religion, but also the cause and goal of everything
in human life that points beyond the world - great action, great music, great poetry, great art. Our
attention to it, or our neglect of it, makes no difference to that world; but it makes every
difference to us. For our lives are not real, not complete, until they are based on a certain
conscious correspondence with it: until they become that which they are meant to be - tools and
channels of the Will of God - and are included in the Kingdom of Spirits which live in, to, and for
Him alone.Christians, of course, acknowledge that Will and that Kingdom as the greatest of all
realities every time they say the Lord’s Prayer; that is, if they really grasp its tremendous
implications, and really mean what they say. But so many Christians are like deaf people at a
concert. They study the programme carefully, believe every statement made in it, speak
respectfully of the quality of the music, but only really hear a phrase now and again. So they
have no notion at all of the mighty symphony which fills the universe, to which our lives are
destined to make their tiny contribution, and which is the self-expression of the Eternal God.Yet
there are plenty of things in our normal experience, which imply the existence of that world, that
music, that life. If, for instance, we consider the fact of prayer, the almost universal impulse to
seek and appeal to a power beyond ourselves, and notice the heights to which it can rise in
those who give themselves to it with courage and love - the power it exerts, the heroic vocations
and costly sacrifices which it supports, the transformations of character which it effects - it is a
sufficiently mysterious characteristic of man. Again and again it is discredited by our popular



rationalisms and naturalisms, and again and again it returns, and claims its rights within human
life; even in its crudest, most naïve expressions retaining a certain life-changing power. No one
who studies with sympathy, for instance, the history of religious revivals, can doubt that here,
often in a grotesque and unlovely disguise, a force from beyond the world really breaks in upon
the temporal order with disconcerting power.So, too, all who are sensitive to beauty know the
almost agonising sense of revelation its sudden impact brings - the abrupt disclosure of the
mountain summit, the wild cherry-tree in blossom, the crowning moment of a great concerto,
witnessing to another beauty beyond sense. And again, any mature person looking back on their
own past life, will be forced to recognise factors in that life, which cannot be attributed to
heredity, environment, opportunity, personal initiative or mere chance. The contact which proved
decisive, the path unexpectedly opened, the other path closed, the thing we felt compelled to
say, the letter we felt compelled to write. It is as if a hidden directive power, personal, living, free,
were working through circumstances and often against our intention or desire; pressing us in a
certain direction, and molding us to a certain design.All this, of course, is quite inexplicable from
the materialistic standpoint. If it is true, it implies that beneath the surface of life, which generally
contents us, there are unsuspected deeps and great spiritual forces which condition and control
our small lives. Some people are, or become, sensitive to the pressure of these forces. The rest
of us easily ignore the evidence for this whole realm of experience, just because it is all so
hidden and interior; and we are so busy responding to obvious and outward things. But no
psychology which fails to take account of it can claim to be complete. When we take it seriously,
it surely suggests that we are essentially spiritual as well as natural creatures; and that therefore
life in its fullness, the life which shall develop and use all our capacities and fulfil all our
possibilities, must involve correspondence not only with our visible and ever-changing, but also
with our invisible and unchanging environment: the Spirit of all spirits, God, in whom we live and
move and have our being. The significance, the greatness of humanity, consists in our ability to
do this. The meaning of our life is bound up with the meaning of the universe. Even though so far
the consciousness of this ability and this meaning is latent in the mass of men; yet what an
enhancement of life, what devotedness, capacity for suffering and for heroism, and love, what a
sure hold upon reality it already produces in those who have felt its attraction, and who respond
with courage and without reserve to its demands.When we consider our situation like that, when
we lift our eyes from the crowded by-pass to the eternal hills; then, how much the personal and
practical things we have to deal with are enriched. What meaning and coherence come into our
scattered lives. We mostly spend those lives conjugating three verbs: to Want, to Have, and to
Do. Craving, clutching, and fussing, on the material, political, social, emotional, intellectual -
even on the religious - plane, we are kept in perpetual unrest: forgetting that none of these verbs
have any ultimate significance, except so far as they are transcended by and included in, the
fundamental verb, to Be: and that Being, not wanting, having and doing, is the essence of a
spiritual life. But now, with this widening of the horizon, our personal ups and downs, desires,
cravings, efforts, are seen in scale; as small and transitory spiritual facts, within a vast, abiding



spiritual world, and lit by a steady spiritual light. And at once a new coherence comes into our
existence, a new tranquillity and release. Like a chalet in the Alps, that homely existence gains
atmosphere, dignity, significance from the greatness of the sky above it and the background of
the everlasting hills.The people of our time are helpless, distracted and rebellious, unable to
interpret that which is happening, and full of apprehension about that which is to come, largely
because they have lost this sure hold on the eternal; which gives to each life meaning and
direction, and with meaning and direction gives steadiness. I do not mean by this a mere escape
from our problems and dangers, a slinking away from the actual to enjoy the eternal. I mean an
acceptance and living out of the actual, in its homeliest details and its utmost demands, in the
light of the eternal; and with that peculiar sense of ultimate security which only a hold on the
eternal brings. When the vivid reality which is meant by these rather abstract words is truly
possessed by us, when that which is unchanging in ourselves is given its chance, and emerges
from the stream of succession to recognise its true home and goal, which is God - then, though
much suffering may, indeed will, remain; apprehension, confusion, instability, despair, will
cease.This, of course, is what religion is about; this adherence to God, this confident
dependence on that which is unchanging. This is the more abundant life, which in its own
particular language and own particular way, it calls us to live. Because it is our part in the one life
of the whole universe of spirits, our share in the great drive towards Reality, the tendency of all
life to seek God, Who made it for Himself, and now incites and guides it, we are already adapted
to it, just as a fish is adapted to live in the sea. This view of our situation fills us with a certain
awed and humble gladness. It delivers us from all niggling fuss about ourselves, prevents us
from feeling self-important about our own little spiritual adventures; and yet makes them worth
while as part of one great spiritual adventure.It means, when we come down again to our own
particular case, that my spiritual life is not something specialised and intense; a fenced-off
devotional patch rather difficult to cultivate, and needing to be sheltered from the cold winds of
the outer world. Nor is it an alternative to my outward, practical life. On the contrary, it is the very
source of that quality and purpose which makes my practical life worth while. The practical life of
a vast number of people is not, as a matter of fact, worth while at all. It is like an impressive fur
coat with no one inside it. One sees many of these coats occupying positions of great
responsibility. Hans Andersen’s story of the king with no clothes told one bitter and common
truth about human nature; but the story of the clothes with no king describes a situation just as
common and even more pitiable.Still less does the spiritual life mean a mere cultivation of one’s
own soul; poking about our interior premises with an electric torch. Even though in its earlier
stages it may, and generally does, involve dealing with ourselves, and that in a drastic way, and
therefore requires personal effort and personal choice, it is also intensely social; for it is a life that
is shared with all other spirits, whether in the body or out of the body, to adopt St. Paul’s words.
You remember how Dante says that directly a soul ceases to say Mine, and says Ours, it makes
the transition from the narrow, constricted, individual life to the truly free, truly personal, truly
creative spiritual life; in which all are linked together in one single response to the Father of all



spirits, God. Here, all interpenetrate, and all, however humble and obscure their lives may seem,
can and do affect each other. Every advance made by one is made for all.Only when we
recognise all this and act on it, are we fully alive and taking our proper place in the universe of
spirits; for life means the fullest possible give and take between the living creature and its
environment: breathing, feeding, growing, changing. And spiritual life, which is profoundly
organic, means the give and take, the willed correspondence of the little human spirit with the
Infinite Spirit, here where it is; its feeding upon Him, its growth towards perfect union with Him, its
response to His attraction and subtle pressure. That growth and that response may seem to us
like a movement, a journey, in which by various unexpected and often unattractive paths, we are
drawn almost in spite of ourselves - not as a result of our own over-anxious struggles - to the real
end of our being, the place where we are ordained to be: a journey which is more like the
inevitable movement of the iron filing to the great magnet that attracts it, than like the long and
weary pilgrimage in the teeth of many obstacles from “this world to that which is to come.” Or it
may seem like a growth from the childlike, half-real existence into which we are born into a full
reality.There are countless ways in which this may happen: sometimes under conditions which
seem to the world like the very frustration of life, of progress, of growth. Thus boundless initiative
is chained to a sick bed and transmuted into sacrifice; the lover of beauty is sent to serve in the
slum, the lover of stillness is kept on the run all day, the sudden demand to leave all comes to
the one who least expects it, and through and in these apparent frustrations the life of the spirit
emerges and grows. So those who imagine that they are called to contemplation because they
are attracted by contemplation, when the common duties of existence steadily block this path,
do well to realise that our own feelings and preferences are very poor guides when it comes to
the robust realities and stern demands of the Spirit.St. Paul did not want to be an apostle to the
Gentiles. He wanted to be a clever and appreciated young Jewish scholar, and kicked against
the pricks. St. Ambrose and St. Augustine did not want to be overworked and worried bishops.
Nothing was farther from their intention. St. Cuthbert wanted the solitude and freedom of his
hermitage on the Farne; but he did not often get there. St. Francis Xavier’s preference was for an
ordered life close to his beloved master, St. Ignatius. At a few hours’ notice he was sent out to be
the Apostle of the Indies and never returned to Europe again. Henry Martyn, the fragile and
exquisite scholar, was compelled to sacrifice the intellectual life to which he was so perfectly
fitted for the missionary life to which he felt he was decisively called. In all these, a power beyond
themselves decided the direction of life. Yet in all we recognise not frustration, but the highest of
all types of achievement. Things like this - and they are constantly happening - gradually
convince us that the over-ruling reality of life is the Will and Choice of a Spirit acting not in a
mechanical but in a living and personal way; and that the spiritual life of man does not consist in
mere individual betterment, or assiduous attention to his own soul, but in a free and
unconditional response to that Spirit’s pressure and call, whatever the cost may be.The first
question here, then, is not “What is best for my soul?” nor is it even “What is most useful to
humanity?” But - transcending both these limited aims - what function must this life fulfil in the



great and secret economy of God? How directly and fully that principle admits us into the
glorious liberty of the children of God; where we move with such ease and suppleness, because
the whole is greater than any of its parts and in that whole we have forgotten ourselves.Indeed, if
God is All and His Word to us is All, that must mean that He is the reality and controlling factor of
every situation, religious or secular; and that it is only for His glory and creative purpose that it
exists. Therefore our favourite distinction between the spiritual life and the practical life is false.
We cannot divide them. One affects the other all the time: for we are creatures of sense and of
spirit, and must live an amphibious life. Christ’s whole Ministry was an exhibition, first in one way
and then in another, of this mysterious truth. It is through all the circumstances of existence,
inward and outward, not only those which we like to label spiritual, that we are pressed to our
right position and given our supernatural food. For a spiritual life is simply a life in which all that
we do comes from the centre, where we are anchored in God: a life soaked through and through
by a sense of His reality and claim, and self given to the great movement of His will.Most of our
conflicts and difficulties come from trying to deal with the spiritual and practical aspects of our
life separately instead of realising them as parts of one whole. If our practical life is centred on
our own interests, cluttered up by possessions, distracted by ambitions, passions, want - and
worries, beset by a sense of our own rights and importance, or anxieties for our own future, or
longings for our own success, we need not expect that our spiritual life will be a contrast to all
this. The soul’s house is not built on such a convenient plan: there are few soundproof partitions
in it. Only when the conviction - not merely the idea - that the demand of the Spirit, however
inconvenient, comes first and is first, rules the whole of it, will those objectionable noises die
down which have a way of penetrating into the nicely furnished little oratory, and drowning all the
quieter voices by their din.St. John of the Cross, in a famous and beautiful poem, described the
beginning of the journey of his soul to God:In an obscure nightFevered by Love’s anxietyO
hapless, happy plightI went, none seeing me,Forth from my house, where all thingsquiet beNot
many of us could say that. Yet there is no real occasion for tumult, strain, conflict, anxiety, once
we have reached the living conviction that God is All. All takes place within Him. He alone
matters, He alone is. Our spiritual life is His affair; because, whatever we may think to the
contrary, it is really produced by His steady attraction, and our humble and self forgetful
response to it. It consists in being drawn, at His pace and in His way, to the place where He
wants us to be; not the place we fancied for ourselves.Some people may seem to us to go to
God by a moving staircase; where they can assist matters a bit by their own efforts, but much
gets done for them and progress does not cease. Some appear to be whisked past us in a lift;
whilst we find ourselves on a steep flight of stairs with a bend at the top, so that we cannot see
how much farther we have to go. But none of this really matters; what matters is the conviction
that all are moving towards God, and, in that journey, accompanied, supported, checked and fed
by God. Since our dependence on Him is absolute, and our desire is that His Will shall be done,
this great desire can gradually swallow up, neutralise all our small self-centred desires. When
that happens life, inner and outer, becomes one single, various act of adoration and self-giving;



one undivided response of the creature to the demand and pressure of Creative Love.Part II:
The Spiritual Life as Communion with GodThe spiritual life, then, is not a peculiar or extreme
form of piety. It is, on the contrary, that full and real life for which man is made; a life that is
organic and social, essentially free, yet with its own necessities and laws, just as physical life
means, and depends on, constant correspondence with our physical environment, the
atmosphere that surrounds and penetrates us, the energies of heat and light, whether we
happen to notice it or not; so does spiritual life mean constant correspondence with our spiritual
environment, whether we notice it or not. We get out of gear in either department, when this
correspondence is arrested or disturbed; and if it stops altogether, we cease to live. For the most
part, of course, the presence and action of the great spiritual universe surrounding us is no more
noticed by us than the pressure of air on our bodies, or the action of light. Our field of attention is
not wide enough for that; our spiritual senses are not sufficiently alert. Most people work so hard
developing their correspondence with the visible world, that their power of corresponding with
the invisible is left in a rudimentary state.But when, for one reason or another, we begin to wake
up a little bit, to lift the nose from the ground and notice that spiritual light and that spiritual
atmosphere as real constituents of our human world; then, the whole situation is changed. Our
horizon is widened, our experience is enormously enriched, and at the same time our
responsibilities are enlarged. For now we get an entirely new idea of what human beings are for,
and what they can achieve: and as a result, first our notions about life, our scale of values,
begins to change, and then we do.Here the creative action of God on a human creature enters
on a new phase; for the mysterious word creation does not mean a routine product, neatly
finished off and put on a shelf. Mass-production is not creation. Thus we do not speak of the
creation of a pot of jam; though we might speak of the creation of a salad, for there freedom and
choice play a major part. No two salads are ever quite alike. Creation is the activity of an artist
possessed by the vision of perfection; who, by means of the raw material with which he works,
tries to give more and more perfect expression to his idea, his inspiration or his love. From this
point of view, each human spirit is an unfinished product, on which the Creative Spirit is always
at work.The moment in which, in one way or another, we become aware of this creative action of
God and are therefore able to respond or resist, is the moment in which our conscious spiritual
life begins. In all the talk of human progress, it is strange how very seldom we hear anything
about this, the most momentous step forward that a human being can make: for it is the step that
takes us beyond self-interest, beyond succession, sets up a direct intercourse with the soul’s
Home and Father, and can introduce us into eternal life. Large parts of the New Testament are
concerned with the making of that step. But the experimental knowledge of it is not on the one
hand possessed by all Christians, nor on the other hand is it confined to Christianity.There are
many different ways in which the step can be taken. It may be, from the ordinary human point of
view, almost imperceptible: because, though it really involves the very essence of man’s being,
his free and living will, it is not linked with a special or vivid experience. Bit by bit the inexorable
pressure is applied, and bit by bit the soul responds; until a moment comes when it realises that



the landscape has been transformed, and is seen in anew proportion and lit by a new light. So
the modern French woman whose memoirs were published under the name of Lucie Christine
was not conscious of any jolt or dislocation of her life, but only of a disclosure of its true meaning
and direction, on the day when she seemed to see before her eyes the words “God Only!” and
received from them an over-whelming conviction of His reality which enlightened her mind,
attracted her heart and gave power to her will. Yet this was really the gentle, long prepared
initiation of her conscious spiritual life.But sometimes the steps is a distinct and vivid experience.
Then we get the strange facts of conversion: when through some object or event - perhaps quite
small object or event - in the external world, another world and its overwhelming attraction and
demand is realised. An old and limited state of consciousness is suddenly, even violently, broken
up and another takes its place. It was the voice of a child saying “Take, read!” which at last made
St. Augustine cross the frontier on which he had been lingering, and turned a brilliant and selfish
young professor into one of the giants of the Christian Church; and a voice which seemed to him
to come from the Crucifix, which literally made the young St. Francis, unsettled and unsatisfied,
another man than he was before. It was while St. Ignatius sat by a stream and watched the
running water, and while the strange old cobbler Jacob Boehme was looking at the pewter dish,
that there was shown to each of them the mystery of the Nature of God. It was the sudden sight
of a picture at a crucial moment of her life which revealed to St. Catherine of Genoa the beauty
of Holiness, and by contrast her own horribleness; and made her for the rest of her life the friend
and servant of the unseen Love. All these were various glimpses of one living Perfection; and
woke up the love and desire for that living perfection, latent in every human creature, which is
the same thing as the love of God, and the substance of a spiritual life. A spring is touched, a
Reality always there discloses itself in its awe-inspiring majesty and intimate nearness, and
becomes the ruling fact of existence; continually presenting its standards, and demanding a
costly response. And so we get such an astonishing scene, when we reflect upon it, as that of
the young Francis of Assisi, little more than a boy, asking all night long the one question which
so many apparently mature persons have never asked at all: “My God and All, what art Thou and
what am I?” and we realise with amazement what a human creature really is - a finite centre of
consciousness, which is able to apprehend, and long for, Infinity.In all the records of those who
have had this experience, we notice that there is always the sense that we are concerned with
two realities, not one: that while it is true that there is something in man which longs for the
Perfect and can move towards it, what matters most and takes precedence of all else is the fact
of a living Reality over against men, who stoops toward him, and first incites and then supports
and responds to his seeking. And it is through this strange communion between the finite and
the Infinite, the seeker and the sought, the creature man and the Creator God - which we may
sometimes think of in impersonal terms borrowed from physical nature and sometimes in
personal terms borrowed from the language of human love - that the spiritual life develops in
depth and power.
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